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Abstract 
 

The progress in the field of computer networks and Internet is increasing with 

tremendous volume in recent years. This raises important issue with regards to 

security. Several solutions emerged in the past which provide security at host or 

network level. These traditional solutions like antivirus, firewall, spy-ware, and 

authentication mechanisms provide security to some extends, but they still face 

the challenge of inherent system flaws, OS bugs and social engineering attacks. 

Recently, some interesting solution emerged like Intrusion Detection and 

Prevention systems, but these too have some problems, like detecting and 

responding in real time, because they mostly require inputs from system 

administrator. Optimistically, we have succeeded in protecting the hosts to some 

extent by applying the reactive approach, such as antivirus, firewall and intrusion 

detection and response systems, But, if we critically analyze this approach, we 

will reach the conclusion that it has inherent flaws, since the number of 

penetrations, Internet crime cases, identity and financial data thefts, etc. are rising 

exponentially in recent years. The main reason is that we are using only reactive 

approach, i.e. protection system is activated only when some security breach 

occurs. Secondly, current techniques try to fix the overall huge problem of 

security using only small remedies (firewall, antivirus and intrusion detection and 

preventions system) – “point solutions”.  Therefore, there is a need to develop a 

strategy using Mobile Agents in order to operate in reactive and proactive 

manners, what requires providing security on the principle of defense in depth. 

So, that ultimate goal of securing a system as a whole can be achieved. System is 

assumed to be secure if unauthorized access (penetrations) is not possible and 

system is safe against damages. This strategy will include three aspects:  (a) 

autonomously detect vulnerabilities on different hosts (in a distributed network) 

before an attacker can exploit (b) protect hosts by detecting  attempts of intrusions 

and responding to them in  real time; and finally (c) perform tasks related to 

security management. 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 

 

The progress in the field of computer networks and Internet has increased with 

tremendous volume in recent years. This raised important issue with regard to security as 

the size, complexity and dependency upon network makes the situation more 

complicated. Over the last eight years the trend of intrusion has been changing [1]. 

Intrusion profile has enhanced from simple methods like tracing passwords, social 

engineering attacks [2], and exploiting vulnerabilities to more sophisticated methods like 

exploiting protocols flaws, defacing web servers, installing snifter programs, denial of 

service attacks, distributed attacks and developing command and control networks to 

used compromised computer to launch attacks [1].  CERT Coordination Center, Carnegie 

Mellon University confirmed in “Recent CERT/CC Experiences Vulnerability Report” 

[1]. Figure # 1 shows significant exponential increase in discovered vulnerabilities [3], 

year 1997 shows 171 which has increased to 4129 in year 2003. Eventually this increase 

in vulnerabilities and intrusion profiles has also dramatically increased the number of 

security incidents in past few years.  These statistics show an alarming situation in which 

expertise of intruder is increasing, complexity of network and system administration is 

increasing, ability to react fast enough is declining significantly and along this vendors 

continue to produce soft-wares with inherent vulnerabilities.  

Several solutions emerged in the past which provide security at host or network level. 

These traditional solutions like antivirus, firewall, spy-ware and authentication 

mechanism provides security to some extant, but still face the challenge of inherent 

system flaws, OS bugs and social engineering attacks. Back in 1980, the concept of 

intrusion detection was proposed by James Anderson [4]. Then in 1988 three IDS models 

were proposed based on detecting intrusions i.e. Anomaly Detection, Misuse Detection 

and Hybrid Detection [5]. Anomaly Detection based IDS defines normal user operations 

and any deviation from its normal operation can be detected. The problem with this 

model is that it produces high rate of false positives. Misuse Detection based IDS detect 

intrusion by watching the pattern of traffic or application data. It compares it with the 
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predefined signatures hence it produces less number of false positive, but signature 

databases need to be updated regularly. 

 

Figure # 1: Recent CERT/CC Experiences Vulnerabilities Reported [3] 

 

Hybrid Detection based IDS uses combination of Anomaly based and Misuse based 

detection model. There are tree types of IDS, based on how IDS is operating: Host based 

IDS, Network based IDS and Hybrid based IDS. Host based IDS only analyze the system 

status, processes running and integrity of files on that particular system where it is 

installed. While Network based IDS analyze every packet transmitted over the network. 

Hybrid based IDS tries to use the advantages of both. There are two ways which 

information is processed by IDS, either centralized or distributed. In case of centralized 

all information gathered and sent to one location in a network while distributed 

information can be processed at various locations in a network. Distributed information 

processing has better scalability, but still it is vulnerable to attacks [6]. 

One of the major problems with current IDS is that they can not detect and respond to 

intrusion in real time, because most of IDS require input from system administrator. It is 

very difficult for a system administrator to analyze large logs generated by network 

traffic and then identify the attack and respond to it in a real time. This facilitates zero 
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day attacks and distributed as they open a window of opportunity for attacker because of 

the delay in attack identification and response by system administrator. 

Softwares have inherent security vulnerabilities. Usually these vulnerabilities are not 

discovered in a real time because of the huge size of the network and inability to have 

access to knowledge of latest vulnerabilities in soft-wares by system administrators.  As 

soon as the patch is released it should be installed where it is required. Figure # 2 shows 

the vulnerability exploit life cycle. Vulnerability should be detected and patched before 

crude exploit tool used at level 3.  

 

 

Figure # 2 Vulnerability Exploit Cycle [3] 

 

 Another factor which helps in intrusion is lack of automated security management 

tools for system administrators. Vulnerabilities are discovered and even patched on few 

systems in a network, but still leaving behind a number of systems vulnerable to attack, 

because proper security management tasks (like enabling firewall, IDS, scanning) have 

not implemented on them.  

1.2 Problem 

Current security solutions try to solve the overall problem of intrusion in the form 

of “point solutions” (firewall, antivirus, intrusion detection and prevention system), 
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which are static in nature and vulnerable to direct attack and have scalability problem. 

There is a need to provide comprehensive security solution that work on the principle of 

defense in depth. Current client server model have certain disadvantages like network 

load, network latency, synchronous execution, static nature and less robustness.  

 

1.3 Goal 

The goal of this thesis is to establish methodology, tools and some effective 

solution for building secure systems using mobile agents. The system is assumed to be 

secured if unauthorized access (penetrations) is not possible and the system is safe 

against damages. The approach will include three aspects: (a) autonomously detect 

vulnerabilities on different host (in a distributed network) before an attacker can exploit 

them,(b) Protect host by detecting attempts of intrusions and responding to them in real 

time, and (c) perform tasks related to security management. Finally prototype 

implementation will be done using agent platform to prove the actual working of above 

three aspects. 

 

1.4 Purpose 

The continuous increase in computer crimes suggests that traditional security 

methods have failed to cope with current security needs. The main reason for that is that 

most of the security solutions are based on reactive approach and protection of system 

starts only when some security breach already occurred. Different solutions have been 

implemented in form of firewall, Intrusion Detection and Response systems, but they 

failed to provide the required level of security. The reasons are that they have been 

implemented in the form of scattered and need based solutions.  

There is a need of a security solution that is based on building a secure system 

which as a whole provides layered approach in depth to protect system at all levels. It 

should analyze the system for vulnerabilities even before they can be exploited. This will 

be a step towards a proactive approach. After that detect various types of attacks and also 

block them even before they cause any damage. Based on experience gained by intrusion 

protect the rest of network in advance against similar type of attacks. 
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1.5 Research Method 

This thesis follows a deductive approach. A secure system will be developed. 

Implementation results will show that secure system focused on the “principle of defense 

in depth” [7] is possible to build. An understanding of problem is developed through 

literature study, and then different security tools and vulnerability databases have been 

analyzed. Finally, the prototype of proposed secure system will be developed. 

 

1.6 Limitations  

Few restrictions have been set on the goals of this thesis project in order to fit it in 

five month schedule. 

The high level design of secure system has been presented. Focus has been made 

on vulnerability analysis and rich vulnerability database development, intrusion detection 

and response in a real time and security management tasks in prototype implementation. 

Between vulnerability analysis and intrusion detection there is phase of automatic patch 

installation which has been skipped due to limited time. Third party tools have been used 

to detect the intrusion and in implementing intrusion responses.  

This thesis is the continuation of earlier M.Sc Thesis which was “Intrusion 

Prevention System based on Secure Mobile Agents” [8] and extends few results of that 

with respect to Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and Intrusion Response System (IRS). 

 

1.7 Targeted Audience 

This thesis mainly focuses on vulnerability analysis and vulnerability database 

development, intrusion detection and response and security management. In order to 

understand the content of thesis basic understanding of Mobile Agents, Network Security 

and IDS tool would be useful, but not necessarily required.  

This report will be available for researcher, students and academicians having 

keen interest in broader view of security solutions.   
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1.8 Report Outline 

 

Remaining chapters of this thesis, first provide in-depth view of the problem that 

become the root cause for the research of this thesis, then solution is proposed, afterwards 

implementation details, conclusion and future work is mentioned.    

 

Chapter 2 at the start describes the overall picture of the problem with current security 

solutions discussed along with intruder capabilities, rapid network expansion and 

vulnerabilities exploitation. Section 2.2 highlights vulnerability analysis and its 

importance in building secure system. Also few standards and research work on 

vulnerabilities identification has discussed. Section 2.3 describes the intrusion detection 

mechanism. This section further investigates the detection models and classification of 

intrusion detection systems. Then finally discusses the shortcoming of current intrusion 

detection systems. Section 2.4 describes the types of intrusion response systems. Section 

2.5 describes the most important building block of this thesis i.e. Mobile Agents. It 

further investigates how mobile agents can be used for vulnerability analysis, intrusion 

detection, and intrusion response and security management. Finally at the end of this 

chapter related research work is briefly referenced. 

 

Chapter 3 looks into details of system architecture and design. Section 3.1 looks at the 

higher level system architecture. The rest of this section focuses on subsystems 

introduced. The role of subsystems is described in depth along with the agents involved 

in each sub system. Section 3.2 describes overall physical components involved in the 

system. The rest of this section explains the details of these components along with their 

functionality. Section 3.3 uses “process method” approach to convey better understanding 

of overall system functionality and underline modules. 

 

Chapter 4 describes the implementation details. Section 4.1 gives general overview of 

system with respect to implementation. The rest of this section explains the sensor/tools 

used in the project. Section 4.2 briefly describes system configuration and section 4.3 

shows two implementation modules. Finally section 4.4 explains the SMART DB 

Schema.  
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Chapter 2 

 

Security Solutions Overview and Related Research 

 

2.1 Security Solutions 

Recent development in the field of information and communication security 

shows that securing the communication network with a single technique proves to be 

insufficient to cater ever increasing threats, as it is very difficult to cope with all 

vulnerabilities of today’s networks [9]. Reason behind this depends upon many factors. 

First, over the past few years there is a huge increase in the number of host connected to 

Internet. As most of the hosts are vulnerable to many security threats, thus they provide 

attractive initiatives for malicious activity to take place. Second, many private users and 

even the professional users are not aware of security vulnerabilities affecting their 

machine. Most users think that they have firewall and antivirus; therefore they are safe 

from any security threat. Third, intrusion from remote system can be accomplished very 

rapidly due to the increase in intruder’s knowledge and his access to available automated 

intruder tools [3]. A time window between vulnerability discoveries to patch installation 

is longer and between attack and invoking the countermeasures to limit the attack is 

shorter. Therefore, in either case, an attacker has advantage to execute its malicious 

activity. 

Vast arrays of security technologies, like firewall, IDS, IPS, etc. has been 

developed to cater security threats. These security technologies on their own are not fully 

capable to react to new attacks or to adapt to changing environment in a timely manner.  

 

Figure # 3 Security solutions along attack time lime. [8] 
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There is a need to combine all security technologies under a complete secure system that 

combines the strength of these technologies and thus eventually provide a solid 

multifaceted wall against intrusion attempts. Figure # 3 shows different security 

technologies in terms of security solutions which can be adjusted to attack time line. 

Therefore, the first step towards building a secure system is to design and develop 

a system either free of vulnerabilities or detect these vulnerabilities before an attack. The 

first approach seems to be impossible in reality, because of poor programming practices 

and poor development strategy adopted by many developers, to design and develop 

system free of vulnerabilities because almost all soft-wares have vulnerabilities and bugs. 

But, the second approach seems to be possible that a Secure System should detect 

vulnerabilities before an attacker exploit them, as discussed in section 2.2. 

As a second step towards the building of secure system is that there should be a 

second line of defense i.e. to have access control mechanism that should block illegal 

access according to security policy. Although, it is also difficult to have a complete and 

robust security policy, that deals with each and every intended threat. 

There are large numbers of attacks that even penetrate through above two lines of 

defense. So, there is a need to detect the intrusion progressing in a real time by 

introducing Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) as a third step. There are few 

shortcomings in IDS, like lack of efficiency, high number of false positives, burdensome 

maintenance, limited flexibility, vulnerable to direct attack and many more. Section 2.3 

will discuss IDS in more detail.  

Fourth, Intrusion Response System (IRS), as discussed in section 2.4, should be 

activated in response to alerts generated by IDS to limit the intrusion and damages caused 

by the intrusion. 

Fifth, Damage Recovery tries to estimate the damage caused due to intrusion and 

tries to recover system to its original state. 

Sixth, “Computer forensics is the application of computer investigation and 

analysis techniques for determining potential legal evidence Computer specialists can 

draw on various methods for discovering data that reside in a computer system, or 

recovering deleted, encrypted, or damaged file information”[10].  
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Damage Recovery and computer forensics is out of scope of this thesis and will 

not be discussed in detail. 

 

2.2 Vulnerability Analysis 

 The Data & Computer Security Dictionary of Standards, Concepts and Terms [11] 

provide the following definition of vulnerability. 

 “In computer security, a weakness in automated systems security procedures, 

administrative controls, Internet controls etc that could be exploited by threat to gain 

unauthorized access to information to disrupt critical processing” 

 There are many definitions of vulnerabilities, but in short, a vulnerability is a 

weakness in a system that can be a potential vector for a malicious attack.  Computer 

Emergency Response Team Coordination Center (CERT/CC) reported 3997 

vulnerabilities in the first two quarters of year 2006 and 5990 in year 2005[12]. Thus 

eventually the number of incident grows from 82,094 in year 2003 to 137,529 in year 

2005. 

 It is better to detect the vulnerabilities and apply patches before attacker exploit 

them. According to Sead Muftic[13] “if all the vulnerabilities in computer systems and 

networks were detected and eliminated before attacks, no attack would become an 

intrusion, and therefore there would be no damage to networks and computer systems”. 

Another obvious approach is to build secure software that does not have vulnerabilities, 

but it seem impossible, because of factors like cost, bad programming practices, 

programming language limitation and inherent OS bugs. Now day’s different 

organizations are working to report vulnerabilities as soon as possible, so that their patch 

comes in time and thus finally can reduce the potential threat. 

 CERT is an organization with an aim to make sure appropriate technology and 

system management practices are used to cater attacks on network systems and to limit 

damage [14]. 

National Vulnerability Database (NVD) is a comprehensive cyber security 

vulnerability database that integrates all publicly available vulnerability resources and 

provides references to industry resources [15]. 
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Open Source Vulnerability Database is an open source database that provides 

searchable index of all the vulnerabilities discovered to date. It contains relevant 

information related to vulnerabilities, like product names, vendor name, link to patch etc 

[16]. 

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) is a list or dictionary that provides 

common names for publicly known information security vulnerabilities and exposures. 

CVE is an effort to standardize the name of vulnerabilities discovered in order to get 

interoperability between databases containing information about security vulnerabilities 

[17] [18]. 

Vulnerability analysis will be fruitful if organizational network is constantly 

monitored for both old and new vulnerabilities. Above mentioned databases provide rich 

platform for vulnerabilities, but they increase work of system administrators. System 

administrator has to keep himself updated about all the latest vulnerabilities and then scan 

network for vulnerabilities. Due to ever increasing size of networks it is impossible for 

system administrator to scans network manually. Some security tools are available like 

Internet Scanner, Cisco Secure Scanner, Vulnerability Management System, etc [19] [20] 

[21],  that perform automatic scanning on part of system administrator [22]. Jeffrey W. 

Humphries and W. Pooch from Texas A&M University gave the concept of “Secure 

Mobile Agents for Network Vulnerability Scanning” [23] According to them 

vulnerability scanning should be done by mobile agents as they significantly increase the 

ability of network administrator to add quickly distributed components to an existing 

system for newly published vulnerabilities and also improves service customization. 

 Although a lots of work is going on to discover vulnerabilities in time and apply 

patches before attacker exploit them, but still we need another line of defense in form of 

Intrusion Detection Systems. 

 

2.3 Intrusion Detection Systems 

 Intrusion detection systems monitor the network and computer for attempts of 

unauthorized use, misuse, anomalous behavior or an attempt to create denial of services 

for users or machines. Basically intrusion detection systems are sort of expert systems 
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that observer patterns of activity in user accounts and notifies a system administrator for 

any anomalous behavior [24].  

 The concept of intrusion detection system was first introduced by Anderson [25] 

in 1980. Although at that time it has not significantly accepted until Denning [26] 

proposed detection models in 1987.  

 

2.3.1 Detection Models 

Intrusion Detection mainly analyzes data gathered from different sources. These 

sources can be firewall logs, system logs etc. It is a difficult process for IDS to analyze 

larger size of data and then figure out the attack type. IDS are divided into three detection 

models. 

 

2.3.1.1 Misuse Detection  

In Misuse Detection intrusions are identified by matching patterns. There is 

always a know pattern of intrusion behavior. If IDS can discriminate between the 

patterns, then it will be easily detect known intrusions. This is a rule based approach, 

where rules are based on signatures. Signatures should already be present in signature 

database. Misuse Detection model leads to less number of false positives, but here 

constant updating of signature database is required. 

 

2.3.1.2 Anomaly Detection 

 In case of anomaly detection, intrusion is detected on the bases of user’s past 

historical pattern of behavior. A base line for normal behavior is established and any 

deviation from normal behavior triggers intrusion alarm. This behavior can be any thing 

like working pattern of user, time of use, keystroke usage etc.  

 Problem with anomaly based IDS is that, it is difficult to train the system about 

each and every aspect of normal behavior. This eventually leads to high rate of false 

positives. 
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2.3.1.2 Hybrid Detection Model 

Hybrid detection model uses combination of both misuse and anomaly detection 

model.  It tries to benefits from both to achieve better accuracy. 

 

2.3.2   Classification of IDS 

 Intrusion detection system are classified into three types 

• Host based IDS 

• Network based IDS 

• Hybrid based IDS 

 

2.3.2.1 Host based IDS (HIDS) 

 HIDS are deployed on a single machine e.g. server or workstation. They only 

analyze the data which is local to that machine; such data can be gathered from different 

resources of workstation or server. Data can be gathered from system log files, audit trails 

and file system changes. HIDS can use both anomaly and misuse detection model [26].  

 Good thing about HIDS is that they are installed on host and they have access to 

internal information at the host and they can detect attacks which can pass through the 

network based intrusion detection systems due to encrypted traffic or any other reason. A 

variant of HIDS is Osiris which will be discussed in section 4.1.3. 

 

2.3.2.2 Network bases IDS (NIDS) 

 IDS that are based on network data flows are called network-based ID systems. 

NIDS are deployed on strategic point in network infrastructure. Network interface set 

into promiscuous mode in order to scan the traffic destined to other networks or other 

host. NIDS can analyze the captured data either detecting known attacks by comparing it 

with the signature databases or detect malicious activity by scanning traffic for 

anomalous activities [27]. NIDS are also referred as “packet-sniffers”, because they 

capture the packets traveling along communication mediums. 
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2.3.2.3 Hybrid based IDS 

 Hybrid intrusion detection systems offer management of and alert notification 

from both network and host-based intrusion detection devices. Hybrid solutions provide 

the logical complement to NID and HID - central intrusion detection management [27]. 

 

2.3.3   IDS Shortcomings 
  

 Despite of fabulous idea of IDS, IDS are still not widely accepted and used. The 

reason behind this trend is that there are few shortcomings in IDS which are stated below 

[24]. 

• Lack of Efficiency: Mostly IDS are required to react in real time, but it has 

become very difficult, because of the increasing size of networks. As the size 

of network increases the number of events also increases hence network based 

IDS drop few packets. 

• Limited Flexibility:  IDS are typically designed for some specific environment 

and it does not work effectively when it shifts to new environment. It is 

difficult to reconfigure or add capabilities to IDS. System administrator has to 

do the changes by manually editing configuration file, adding entry to rule set 

or installing a new module. IDS usually re start to make changes visible and 

effective. 

• Vulnerable to Direct Attack: IDS are also vulnerable to direct attack, because 

of their hierarchical architecture. Attacker can attack on the control root of the 

IDS. 

• High number of false positives:  Most of the IDS generate false positives and 

the reason behind this is that they were analyzing information from single 

host, network interface card or single application in a network.  

• High Maintenance Required:  In order to work efficiently IDS need to be 

maintained and update on continuous basis. There is a need to update rules 

from time to time for new attacks. It requires significant knowledge on system 

administrator part.  
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• Limited Response Capability:  It is observed that IDS generally detect 

intrusions and report then to the system administrator. They lack effective 

mechanism to react to them in timely and appropriate manner. 

 

2.4 Intrusion Response Systems (IRS) 

Immediate step after intrusion detection is intrusion response. IRS is activated when 

an alert is generated by IDS. The role of an IRS is to eliminate attacks by applying 

appropriate counter measures and ensure the safety and protection of computing 

environment [28]. These countermeasures are referred as intrusion response. A tight 

coupling of IDS and IRS will result in identification and blocking of attack in real time.  

Intrusion Response Systems are further categorized into three categories, depending 

upon the degree of automation. 

• Notification System 

• Manual Response System 

• Automatic Response Systems  

Figure 4 shows the detail classification of Intrusion Response Systems. 

 

Figure # 4 Intrusion Response System Classifications [28] 
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2.4.1 Notification Systems  

Notification systems simply provide useful information to system administrator 

regarding intrusion. Afterwards it depends upon the consent of system administrator to 

select appropriate response from response pool. The example of notification system is 

SNORT (explained in section 4.1.2) in windows environment where it generates alerts for 

system administrator.  

 

2.4.2 Manual Response Systems 

Manual Response System goes one step ahead from notification systems, as it 

provides system administrator with more useful information in terms of set of responses 

for selection based on attack information. 

 

2.4.3  Automatic Response Systems 

As opposed to manual and notification approaches, automatic response systems 

provide immediate response to the intrusion through automated decision making process. 

Although intrusion detection systems are greatly automated nowadays, automatic 

intrusion response support is still very limited [28].  Details classification of automatic 

response systems are out of scope of this thesis and will not be discussed.  

 

2.4.4 Passive Response Systems 

Passive Response System does not perform any action. Their main goal is to 

provide attack information to system administrator. 

 

2.4.5 Active Response Systems 

Active Response Systems try to minimize the damage done by the attacker and try 

to locate the attacker and then try to harm him. There are some ethical issues about this 

approach which will not be discussed here, as they are out of the scope of this thesis. 
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2.5 Mobile Agents (MA) 

A mobile agent is a program that executes autonomously on a set of network hosts 

on behalf of individual or organization [29]. In other words, mobile agent is a program 

that exercises an individual’s or organizational authority. It works autonomously towards 

a specific goal and it has the capability to interact with other agents and its environment. 

Agent platform is necessary for the execution of mobile agents. There are three terms 

associated with agents. 

• Mobile Agents 

• Static Agents 

• Intelligent Agents 

Mobile Agents has the ability to suspend its execution in a host machine; it saves 

its state and moves to other host, then resumes its execution from the point where it left 

[32]. It may associate itself with a host for indefinite interval of time. Sequences of hosts 

which agent will visit are either predefined or can be even dynamically discovered at 

remote host before its departure to the next host. On the other hand, Static Agents do not 

move and they remain resident on a single host. Intelligent agent is also a software agent, 

but it exhibits some form of artificial intelligence that help the user. They have capability 

to learn over the period of time and make intelligent decisions [30]. This thesis is mainly 

based on Mobile Agents based architecture for secure systems with few exceptions of 

static agents.  

 Mobile Agents provides a new, better and useful paradigm for distributed 

computing as compared to traditional client-server model. They have overcome network 

latency, reduced network load, can execute asynchronously and autonomously, can adapt 

dynamically and can also operate in heterogeneous environments [29]. 

 Along with lot of benefits, mobile agents also demand for security. Security 

related issues to mobile agents are four [31].  (1) Security of agent platform form 

malicious agents, (2) security of agent against another agent, (3) security of agent against 

malicious platform, and (4) others (external entities including agent and agent platform) 

to agent platform. 

 This master thesis uses Secure Mobile Agent Runtime Time System [13] 

(SMART) for the implementation of a Secure System based on mobile agents. SMART 
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provides agent platform with basic functionality to launch and receive agents. Security of 

agents and agent platform in light of above four threats are assumed to be already catered 

in SMART and thus not part of this thesis.  

 

2.5.1 Mobile Agents and Vulnerability Analysis 

 As we know from section 2.2 vulnerability analyses is not a new technology, but 

if we combine the mobile agents with vulnerability analysis it will definitely offer more 

advantages to traditional implementations [32]. As in this case, mobile agents will 

increase the ability of system administrator to add quickly and easily distributed 

components to existing systems that can look for newly published vulnerabilities. Mobile 

Agents can be sent to organizational network to analyze different host and report 

vulnerabilities that exist on them. In this way mobile agent will provide better 

vulnerability analysis for measuring organizational security risks. 

 A team of mobile agents can be assembled and launched in a network to 

automatically scan vulnerabilities at remote hosts. Mobile Agents reach remote host, get 

their profile and bring back the results. These results are compared with vulnerability 

databases (explained in section 2.2) and look for vulnerabilities along with their 

solutions/patches in vulnerabilities databases. The next step for mobile agent will be to 

fetch these patches and then execute them at remote host autonomously. This whole 

process of vulnerability analysis will help system administrator to keep secure the entire 

network in an efficient and effective manner. 

 

2.5.2 Mobile Agents and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) 

 Mobile Agents have many characteristics that enable them to enhance intrusion 

detection [33]. Mobile Agents offers many features that overcome the problems of 

traditional IDS mentioned in section 2.3.3. Mobility is one of the important features of 

mobile agents that can benefit IDS a lot. Wayne Jansen, mentioned important features of 

mobile agents in NIST Interim Report (1999). 

• Autonomous, collaborative, self-organizing, and mobile nature of mobile 

agents lack in traditional IDS and these enable IDS to implements completely 

new approaches for detecting intrusions. 
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• Mobile Agents reduces the network load by simply dispatching the 

computation to data instead of bringing the huge volume of logs to main 

station. They process time relevant or location relevant information to these 

logs and correlate the information without increasing the network traffic. 

• Mobile Agents has ability to sense the environment and react to changes 

accordingly. This feature helps a lot in intrusion detection system especially at 

the time of intrusion. 

• Agents system provides platform independence in form of computing 

environment of agents.  Mobile Agents perform its task independent of 

computer hardware or software on which it executes. 

• Mobile Agents also contribute against the single point failure. Stopping or 

destructing a single mobile agent will not harm the ideally constructed mobile 

application. Another agent will take place of previous agents. 

• And many more. 

 

2.5.3 Mobile Agents and Intrusion Response Systems(IRSs) 

Mobile Agents can provide a great capability to respond to intrusions in real time. 

Ideally a response system should have the following capabilities: 

• IRS should dynamically modify or shut down the target host and identify the 

attacker and prevent him to launch against any other system in a network. 

• IRS should dynamically shut down the attacking host. 

• IRS should have the ability to monitor all traffic to and from the target. 

• IRS should have ability to modify the firewall table to cater the attack. This 

will isolate the attacker. As firewall only limit legitimate traffic. 

Mobile Agents enhance a system’s ability to automatically respond, because mobile 

agents make it possible for all network components to work as a part of the same security 

scheme. Responses can be initiated at any place in the network, which gives systems the 

capability to optimize the locations at which they initiate responses. Furthermore, Mobile 

Agents also have the capability to trace the attacker from its network for later procedures 

like legal actions etc and also tries to collect some evidences about it. [33]. It is not 

necessary to install security service on each and every network device, as mobile agents 
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can automatically travel through the network and install appropriate security 

software/solution where required. 

 

2.5.4 Mobile Agents and Security Management 

 Mobile Agents also fasicilitate network administrators to maintain the network. 

Mobile Agents roam the network, visit different systems and initiate, install different 

services/security soft-wares on network systems. They will also help network 

administrator to update the firewall log, IP tables, etc. In order words, they help to 

maintain the security infrastructure. 

 

2.6 Related Research 

 

 

2.6.1 Java Agents for Meta-Learning 

 Columbia University, NY worked on project [34] “The Java Agents for Meta-

learning (JAM)”. Project deals with concept of Meta learning for distributed data mining, 

using intelligent agents. It designs has two components: local fraud detection agent that 

learn how to detect fraud and provides intrusion detection capability, and a secure 

integrated meta-learning system that combines the collective knowledge acquired by 

individual local agent. Data mining, like neural networks and other single-point learning 

applications, does not enable knowledge sharing among agents. The meta-learning 

approach tries to reduce this limitation by integrating a number of remote agents. 

 

2.6.2 Intrusion Detection Agent System by IPA Japan 

The Information-technology Promotion Agency (IPA) in Japan is developing an 

IDS called the Intrusion Detection Agent system [35] (IDA). The IDA is a multi-host 

based IDS. Instead of analyzing all of the users' activities, IDA works by watching 

specific events that may relate to intrusions, IDA gathers information and analyzes the 

information, and decides whether or not an intrusion has occurred. The IDA system relies 

on mobile agents to trace intruders among the various hosts involved in an intrusion and 

to gather information.  
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2.6.3 Autonomous Agents for Intrusion Detection (AAFID) 

AAFID [36], proposed at Purdue in 1998, is an agent based hierarchal architecture 

for IDS. It’s simply hierarchal decomposed the traditional IDS into light-weight 

autonomous cooperating agents, which can easily be reconfigured.  Autonomous agents 

used in AAFID project are static and special purpose agent platform which are only used 

to dynamically reconfigure IDS components. The other thing worth noticing is that 

AAFID is based on hierarchal architecture which is vulnerable to direct attacks. If any of 

the internal nodes is compromised the whole branch is disabled. Secondly, the transfer of 

huge logs across the hierarchy also overloads the network traffic. 

 

2.6.4 Intrusion Prevention System Design(IPSD) 

IPSD [37] presents the idea of integrating the isolation function of firewall with 

the detection capability of IDS. Combination of both will provide a new concept of 

intrusion prevention system. Both firewall and IDS will use the merits of each other to 

provide tightly coupled solution that can react to network changes in more effective 

manner. 
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Chapter # 3 

 

System Design and Architecture 

 
This chapter will explain the design and architecture of a Secure System based on 

SMART. Overall seven sub systems and their interaction with each other will be 

discussed.  Process methods are used to describe the complete functionality of the 

system. 

 

3.1 High Level System Architecture 

 SMART system is composed of seven components, as shown in figure # 5. These 

are 

• SMART GUI. 

• SMART Vulnerability Analysis System(SVAS). 

• SMART Intrusion Detection System(SIDS). 

• SMART Intrusion Response System (SIRS). 

• SMART Security Management System (SSMS). 

• Mobile Agents 

• Sensors 

 
 

Figure # 5 SMART Components 
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3.1.1 SMART GUI 

As its name suggests it is SMART graphical user interface. SMART GUI 

provides graphical interface to security administration station, discussed in section 3.2.5 

and to remote server. At security administration station it helps security administrator to 

perform different functionality of SMART system. It allows system administrator to 

perform the following functions: 

• Add servers to SMART tree 

• Removes servers from SMART tree 

• Add servers to agents’ route 

• Remove servers from agents’ route 

• Launch different types of agents (as discussed in section 3.3.2) 

• Observe agents results. 

• Perform different action based on agents’ results. 

• Generation of SMART DB (as discussed in section 3.2.4) 

At remote servers it provides information about different agents visiting and 

performing different actions. 

 

3.1.1.1 SMART Tree 

SMART tree is just the graphical representation of servers present in a network. 

SMART tree enables security administrator to select different server for agents’ route. 

 

3.1.2 SMART Vulnerability Analysis System (SVAS) 

There are two main functionalities of SMART Vulnerability Analysis System 

(SVAS): 

First, it provides security administrator with up to date and rich information about 

vulnerabilities. This functionality can be achieved by analyzing two vulnerabilities 

databases: NVD and OSVDB (as discussed in section 2.2) and generating SMART own 

databases called SMART DB. SMART DB is a rich database that contains relevant 

information about all vulnerabilities to date. Components of SMART DB will be 

discussed in section 4.4. SMART DB can be generated by SVAS on daily, weekly or 

monthly bases, depending on security policy. 
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Second, SVAS has a capability to query remote servers regarding their profile. 

This activity can be performed with the help of two agents: 

Agent_Vulnerability_Messenger and 

Agent_Vulnerability_Analyzer. Once SVAS gets the remote host profile, it 

queries SMART DB for vulnerabilities. If it finds vulnerabilities, it stores them into 

SMART DB and displays the results using SMART GUI to security administrator. 

 

3.1.2.1 Agent_Vulnerability_Analyzer 

Agent_Vulnerability_Analyzer is part of SVAS that can be launched 

directly by security administrator using SMART GUI. 

Agent_Vulnerability_Analyzer along with 

Agent_Vulnerability_Messenger under the leadership of Agent_Leader 

visits remote hosts in the route (concept of route discussed in section 3.3.4.2). They with 

the help of jRegistryKey sensor (discussed in section 4.1.5) fetch host profile and create 

baggage. Profile of host contains information about the soft-wares installed and their 

attributes of soft-wares on remote hosts.  

 

3.1.2.2 Agent_Vulnerability_Messenger 

Agent_Vulnerability_Messenger takes host profile generated by 

Agent_Vulnerability_Analyzer in the form of baggage and takes it to Security 

administrator station, where another module of SVAS queries SMART DB for known 

vulnerabilities and display results to security administrator. 

 

3.1.3 SMART Intrusion Detection System (SIDS) 

SIDS also provides two main functionalities.  

• Analysis of logs and reporting 

• Real time intrusion detection and reporting 

SIDS uses combination of mobile and static agents to achieve the features of 

flexibility, scalability, platform independence and lightweight ness.  

The concept behind analysis of logs is that there are sensors like SNORT, Osiris 

(discussed in section 4.1) on remote hosts. These sensors generate logs. Analysis of logs 
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tells us about any sort of intrusion. The purpose of “analysis of logs and reporting” is to 

analyze these logs, filter logs and extract relevant and useful information and display 

results to security administrator in the form of a report. Agent_IPS_Logs along with 

Agent_Leader are used to accomplish this task on behalf of security administrator. 

Real time intrusion detection and reporting is the key functionality of SIDS. The 

purpose of this module is to monitor the network hosts for different type of intrusions and 

report as soon as some intrusions occurred, so that appropriate response measure under 

SIRS can take place. Host monitoring is done by continuously analyzing SNORT logs. 

SNORT runs by setting the network interface into promiscuous mode in order to scan the 

traffic to and from the hosts and they generate log entries by analyzing each and every 

pack for any sort of malicious activity. Agent_Host_Monitoring and 

Agent_Leader combined together to perform intrusion detection in a real time. 

 

3.1.3.1 Agent_IPS_Logs 

Agent_IPS_Logs are launched by security administrator using SMART GUI 

under the functionality of SIDS. Agent_IPS_Logs with Agent_Leader visits all 

hosts present in the route. Agent_IPS_Logs analyzes log, filters it and bring back the 

useful information to security admin station and displays the results to the security 

administrator, using SMART GUI. 

 

3.1.3.2 Agent_Host_Monitoring 

As the name suggests Agent_Host_Monitoring will be used to monitor the 

host. Initially Agent_Host_Monitoring is not present at remote hosts in a network. 

Like other agents Agent_Host_Monitoring is also launched by security 

administrator from security administration station. They along with Agent_Leader 

reach to remote host and stay there permanently. They continuously analyze the log 

entries generated by SNORT and as soon as they find any intrusion based on SNORT 

rules, they identify intrusion and ask for help from security administration. 
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3.1.4 SMART Intrusion Response System (SIRS) 

SIRS is tightly coupled with SIDS and it is activated as soon as SIDS detects 

some intrusion at remote hosts. The purpose of SIRS is to prevent the intrusion in a real 

time. As soon as it gets intrusion report from SIDS, it launches 

Agent_Intrusion_Response to counter the attack by any mean, like blocking the 

address from where the attack initiated, closing of port or shutting down service or 

program or shutting down of remote host which is source of intrusion. SIRS is designed 

in a way to automatically respond to intrusions without waiting for instructions from 

system administrator. SIRS implements their response to remote host with the help of 

Agent_Intrusion_Response. 

 

3.1.4.1 Agent_Intrusion_Response 

Agent_Intrusion_Response along with Agent_Leader is automatically 

launched from security administration station to the host reporting intrusion. 

Agent_Intrusion_Response reaches the desires host and implements a response 

and then reports back to security administration station. Response is implemented using 

decision tables. Decision table is a mechanism that associates each attack with a specific 

response. It is based on static mapping and does not consider the other factors, except the 

attack type. Agent_Intrusion_Response is using Windows XP firewall, as 

discussed in section 4.1.4 to implement its response against intrusions. 

 

3.1.5 SMART Security Management System (SSMS) 

The purpose of SSMS is to perform security management tasks wherever it is 

necessary on remote hosts in a network. Thus, in accordance to the above, the purposes of 

security management tasks are to keep all hosts in line with respect to number of security 

services, activities or security configurations on them. SSMS performs three tasks. First, 

test connectivity of remote host, second query remote host configuration, and third apply 

number of security management tasks to remote hosts. SSMS is based on three types of 

agents: Agent_Configuration_Inquiry, 

Agent_Configuration_Management and Agent_Get_IP. 
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3.1.5.1 Agent_Get_IP 

Agent_Get_IP is launched by security administrator along with Agent Leader 

to test the connectivity of remote host. Agent_Get_IP reaches remote host if it is 

running and connected to network, gets its IP and reports back to security administrator. 

 

3.1.5.2 Agent_Configuration_Inquiry 

The purpose of Agent_Configuration_Inquiry is to move to the remote 

host, check the configuration of remote host, and return back the results to security 

administrator. Configuration of remote host includes OS type, OS version, user logged 

on, SNORT running status and Osiris database generation date. These configuration 

items help security administrator to learn about various security services running on 

remote host.  

 

3.1.5.3 Agent_Configuration_Management 

 Agent_Configuration_Management perform key role in SSMS 

functionality. The main purpose of this agent is to implement security management task 

selected by security administrator. Agent_Configuration_Management at remote 

host interacts with firewall and SNORT sensors to implements security management task. 

These security management tasks are: enable/disable firewall, enable/disable port, 

enable/disable services, enable/disable program running on remote host, run SNORT and 

add SNORT rule. Security administrator selects these security management tasks with the 

help of SMART GUI and then launches agent team containing, Agent_Leader and 

Agent_Configuration_Management to perform security management tasks on 

remote hosts. 

 

3.1.6 Mobile Agents 

All the above described agents are mobile agents. Except from 

Agent_Host_Monitoring (AHM), all agents are launched from security administration 

station: they perform their designated task on remote hosts in the network, and bring back 

the results to security administration station. AHM is also launched from security 
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administration station to remote host, reaches there and then resides there forever. Its 

purpose is to continuously monitor remote host 24x7x365. 

 

3.1.7 Sensors 

Some of the above described agents interact with sensors on remote hosts to 

accomplish their tasks. This thesis is using four sensors: SNORT, Osiris, Windows 

firewall and jRegistry. The details of these sensors are discussed in chapter 4. 

 

3.2 Overall Components of System 

 

 

Figure # 6 Components of the SMART System 

 

Figure # 6 shows all components of the SMART system. These Components are as 

follows: 
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• Security Administration Station (SecAdmin) 

o SMART Admin Server 

o SMART Intrusion Server 

o SMART Vulnerability Server 

o SMART Vulnerabilities DB 

o SMART GUI 

• Remote Hosts 

o SMART Server 

o Agent Server 

o SMART GUI 

 

If we look at the broader view of network, there are two main physical 

components present in the network: - SecAdmin and Remote Host. All above mention 

components other then these two are logical. They can be installed on separate dedicated 

machines or on a same machine as well. The purpose of SecAdmin is to provide a 

platform to security administrator for its activities to make system secure. These activities 

are explained in the form of process methods in section 3.3. Remote host are the station 

under observation. Mobile Agents are launched from SecAdmin destined towards the 

remote host. They perform their specified task on remote host and report back to 

SecAdmin. Functionalities of these logical components are as follows: 

 

3.2.1 SMART Admin Server (SAS) 

The purpose of SAS is to accept the returning agents along with baggage. Once 

the first time agent team is launched from SecAdmin, it activates the SAS which 

continuously starts listening for returning agents. Once it receives an agent, it extracts 

relevant information from agent’s baggage and sends it to SMART GUI for display to 

security administrator. 

 

3.2.2 SMART Intrusion Server (SIS) 

SIS is activated once SAS receives the report form 

Agent_Host_Monitoring. When Agent_Host_Monitoring are deployed on 
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remote hosts, they report back to SAS successful deployment of 

Agent_Host_Monitoring. Now SAS launches SMART Intrusion Server (SIS), the 

purpose of SIS is to continuously listen for any intrusion occurred on remote hosts. Once 

Agent_Host_Monitoring signals SIS about an intrusion, SIS applies appropriate 

response with the help of Agent_Intrusion_Response to that specific remote host 

which is under attack. 

 

3.2.3 SMART Vulnerability Server (SVS) 

 SVS works on the principle of SIS, but with different agents and tasks. When 

Agent_Vulnerability_Analyzer are deployed at remote hosts, they report back 

to SAS successful initiation of vulnerability analysis on remote host.  Now SAS launches 

SMART Vulnerability Server (SVS). The purpose of SVS is to accept 

Agent_Vulnerability_Messenger (AVM) which contains the profile of remote 

host in its baggage. It extracts host profile from AVM’s baggage and queries SMART 

DB, and finally shows the result to security administrator using SMART GUI. 

 

3.2.4 SMART Vulnerability Database (SMART DB) 

When AVM brings back remote host profile, SVS queries SMART DB for 

vulnerabilities. In fact SMART DB is a rich database that contains information about all 

vulnerabilities known to date. It has been developed using NVD and OSVDB (mentioned 

in Section 2.2). SMART downloads NVD and OSVDB, then fully analyzes and filters 

them in search of relevant information and stores results into SMART DB. Figure # 7 

shows the schema of SMART DB. 
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Figure # 7 SMART DB Schema 

 

Vulnerablities_info table contains vulnerability_ID and vulnerability_name based on CVE 

(explained in section 2.2). Vulnerabilties_Description table contains description of 

vulnerabilities while software_vulnerabilties table contains the details of vulnerable soft-

wares. Vulnerable_Host_Data contains the IP numbers of remote hosts containing specific 

vulnerability. Reference table provides information about advisory/patch of vulnerabilities. 

 

3.2.5 SMART GUI 

SMART GUI is already explained in section 3.1.1. SMART GUI at remote hosts 

displays information about agents’ arrival and processing. 

 

3.2.6 SMART Server (SS) 

SMART Server is the main server on remote host, which is started with the help 

of SMART GUI by the administrator. It launches Agents Server and Server for 

Administration tasks (details of this server are not under they scope of this thesis). 
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3.2.7 Agents Server (AS) 

The purpose of Agent Server is to accept all incoming agent teams on remote 

host. When agent teams arrive at Agent Server, it extracts relevant data from the team 

and then invokes Agent_Leader, which in turn invokes specific agent to perform its task. 

SMART Server at remote hosts allows agents to execute their task and then they return 

back to SecAdmin. 

 

3.3 Processes and  Methods 

This thesis divides the functionality of the overall system into a number of processes. 

These processes are as follows: 

• SMART DB Creator 

o NVD Processor 

o OSVDB Processor 

• Agent Launcher 

o Vulnerability Analyzer 

o Connectivity Tester 

o Host Monitoring 

o Inquiry Configuration 

o Configuration Management 

o Log  Analyzer 

• Displayer 

o Agent Result Displayer 

o Vulnerability Analyzer Displayer 

o Message Displayer 

• Server Operator 

o Server Tree Operator 

o Server Route Operator 

o Profile Displayer 
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Figure # 9 Diagram of Processes 

Description of above mentioned processs is the following: 
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3.3.1 SMART DB Creator 

This process initiates the building of SMART DB by security administrator. This 

process in turn calls NVD processor and OSVDB processor. Once this process finishes, 

SMART has it own DB or it has updated its previous DB. This is a base process. 

 

3.3.1.1 NVD Processor 

This process specially deals with the National Vulnerability Database (NVD). It 

connects to NVD site, downloads the latest NVD DB file, analyzes it, and stores new 

entries to SMART DB. This is an extended process. 

 

3.3.1.2 OSVD Processor 

This process specially deals with Open Source Vulnerability Database (OSVDB). 

This process connects to OSVDB site, downloads the latest OSV DB file, analyzes it, and 

stores new entries to SMART DB. This is an extended process. 

 

3.3.2 Agent Launcher 

This process controls the launching of different agents. This process is directly 

triggered by security administrator. It extends a number of other processes for different 

agents’ functionality and also receives results of different agent processing. This is a base 

process. 

 

3.3.2.1 Vulnerability Analyzer 

This process is extended by Agent launcher. This process controls the launching of 

Agent_Vulnerability_Analyzer and initiation of the SMART Vulnerability 

Server. 

 

3.3.2.2 Host Monitoring 

This process is extended by Agent Launcher. This process controls the launching of 

Agent_Host_Monitoring, Agent_Intrusion_Response and initiation of the 

SMART Intrusion Server. 
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3.3.2.3 Connectivity Tester 

This process is extended by Agent Launcher. This process controls the launching 

of Agent_Get_IP.  

 

3.3.2.4 Log Analyzer 

 This process is extended by Agent Launcher. This process controls the launching 

of Agent_IPS_Logs.   

 

3.3.2.5 Configuration Management 

This process is extended by Agent Launcher. This process controls the launching 

of Agent_Configuration_Management.  Along this, it also provides security 

administrator interface for selection of different security management tasks (mentioned in 

section 3.1.5.3). 

3.3.2.6 Inquiry Configuration 

 This process is extended by Agent launcher. This process controls the launching 

of Agent_Configuration_Inquiry. 

 

3.3.3 Displayer 

This process is related to display. SMART GUI comes under this process. This 

process provides SMART GUI to security administrator for different tasks to perform. 

 

3.3.3.1 Agent Result Displayer 

This process deals with the results of different agent processing. It displays results 

to security administrator. This process facilitates security administrator look at the 

activities and actions of agents team processing. 

 

3.3.3.2 Vulnerability Analyzer Displayer 

This process deals with the display of results of queering SMART DB. This process 

first on the bases of results obtained by Agent_Vulnerability_Messenger queries 

SMART DB and then displays the results about vulnerable hosts and their vulnerabilities 
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3.3.3.3 Message Displayer 

This process displays different sort of pop up messages to SMART GUI. Messages 

can be error message, information message, progress message, etc. 

 

3.3.4 Server Operator 

This process supports execution of different administrative tasks related to servers. 

 

3.3.4.1 Server Tree Operator 

This process provides functionality for displaying of SMART tree, and addition and 

removal of SMART tree elements. 

 

3.3.4.2 Server Route Operator 

This process provides functionality to display route servers, and addition and 

removal of route items. Route contains information about the hosts which are supposed to 

be visited by agents during their movement through the network. 

 

3.3.4.3 Profile Displayer 

This process displays server’s profiles to security administrator. 
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Chapter # 4 

 

Implementation Details 

 
This chapter provides the overview of implementation. It explains the role of third 

party tools used, system configuration and few implementation modules. 

 

4.1 System Overview 

This thesis provides a prototype implementation of secure system build on mobile 

agents. Initially SMART is used to provide an agent platform, later further development 

has made to provide a prototype of secure system which eventually become part of 

SMART. Therefore at the end we get a prototype implementation of secure system which 

is in fact SMART. Numbers of third part tools are used as intrusion detection sensors 

(SNORT and Osiris
1
), intrusion response sensor (Windows XP Firewall

1
),   and profile 

sensor (registry). Finally project was developed using windows environment. 

 Prototype implementation of SMART shows that building secure system using 

mobile agents is possible. Number of other third party tools can be used in the future to 

enhance the capability of the system.  

 

4.1.1 Java Implementation 

Java has been used in development of this thesis. The reason behind the selection 

of java is that it provides platform independence, it is flexible, and secure. Furthermore, 

agents’ code and development classes are already encrypted using “Java Cryptography 

Extension [38] (JCE)”.  Most of the mobile agents’ system use Java as their development 

language initial version of SMART was also built using Java. Therefore, this thesis 

continues to use this approach. 

4.1.2 SNORT 

SNORT [39] is an Open Source cross-platform lightweight network intrusion 

detection tool that is basically used for network traffic monitoring in order to detect 

                                                 
1
 This thesis is the continuation of previous thesis done on Intrusion Prevention System [8]. Research idea 

proposed on Osiris, SNORT and windows firewall was part of that thesis and this thesis merely implement 

it. Text on Osiris, SNORT and Firewall was part of previous thesis, here mentioned for readers’ complete 

understanding only.   
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suspicious network traffic. SNORT is petty and roughly 100 kilobytes, powerful tool with 

an ease of configuration and flexibility. It can be used as a network sensor in SMART 

infrastructure. It monitors the TCP/IP traffic and can raise an alert in case of a suspicious 

activity accompanying enough data to make an informed decision. It expedites the 

detection of novel attacks by development and inclusion of new rules in the rule database. 

SNORT is a packet sniffer and logger which is based on libpcap and can also be 

used as a lightweight network sensor. It is notable for featuring rules based logging in 

order to perform content pattern matching and also to the detection of a variety of attacks 

and probes, such as buffer overflows, port scanning, CGI attacks and much more. 

SNORT supports features like real-time alerting capability, where it sends alerts to 

syslog, Win popup messages or a can log it in the separate "alert" file. 

SNORT comprises of mainly three components: packet decoder, detection engine 

and real-time logging and alerting. The network interface card is set into the promiscuous 

mode to sniff the packet at libpcap to provide packet sniffing and filtering. The packet is 

handed to packet decoder system to efficiently decode the packet according to each layer 

of the TCP/IP protocol stack from data link layer to the application layer. In this phase 

pointers are set inside the packet which is used for analysis by detection engine. 

Since SNORT detects the suspicious activity on the basis of rules already defined 

in the rule data base, this confines it to detect only the known attacks. These rules are 

loaded in two dimensional linked list termed as Chain Header and Chain Options by a 

rule parser. Chain Header contains a list of common attributes and Chain Options have a 

list of corresponding modifier options. Whenever a packet arrives, the rule chains are 

scanned recursively to find a match. It triggers an event specified in the rule definition 

when a match is found. 

SNORT provides a simple, yet flexible and powerful way to write rules to detect 

diverse number of suspicious activities. The SNORT rules can be mainly divided into 4 

fields. First field is an action to be taken in case of rule match. There can be three types 

of actions available: pass, log, or alert. Pass directive is used to drop the packet. Log 

directs SNORT to log the whole packet in log file mentioned on command line 

parameters. The alert action is used in case of most sever situation where an event 

notification is directly sent in the form of Windows popup messages or to an alert file 
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specified in the command line parameter with additional information to facilitate later 

analysis. The second field contains the information related to the packet source, like 

source IP address and source port. The third field contains the information as follows: 

 

Action Src-IP Src-Port -> Dest-IP Dest-Port Options 

Alert any any -> 10.10.1.0\24 80 (content: "/cgi-bin/phf"; msg: "PHF probe!";) 

 

SNORT facilitates alerting and logging being selected by command line switches. 

It supports logging in two formats: in decoded format and tcpdump format and alerting is 

done through five different ways: Syslog, WinPopup, full, fast or no alert generation. 

 

4.1.3 Osiris 

In order to perform the task of host integrity sensor, Osiris [40] has been used. It 

can be used to monitor the changes to the file systems of network of hosts. It detects the 

changes to the host file system and logs it into a log file on the respective host, and in 

case it monitors a number of hosts in the network then it logs it into a central 

management system. For this purpose, it takes periodic snapshots of the file system and 

stores it in an internal database. The system administrator can later schedule it to perform 

periodic scans. Whenever a discrepancy is found in the data stored in the previous 

database and newly scanned data, an event will be logged into the log file. It also 

supports monitoring of any change to user lists, group lists, and kernel modules or 

extensions. Osiris is cross platform tool supporting a diverse range of operating systems 

like Windows, Free BSD, and Linux etc. Unlike other host integrity tools, Osiris does not 

have any signature data base to detect malicious changes to avoid the complexities in 

management. The other benefit of Osiris is that it detects all types of changes irrespective 

of the existence of its signature in the database. Signature based host integrity monitoring 

tools lack this special feature. It also facilitates the user to configure Osiris to perform the 

automated scheduled scans from time to time. 

For our prototypical only a single host based integrity checking is used instead of 

a network wide host integrity monitoring. This gets the logs at single host to avoid 

unnecessary network overload. Another reason for using a single host based integrity 
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checking is that the main intention is to implement a secure system through mobile agents 

which can analyze and correlate the logs at the visited hosts instead of transferring it. 

 

4.1.4 Firewall 

The firewall constitutes the third type of sensor that has been used in secure 

system prototype. Firewall would be use to provide the response functionality 

implemented in secure system prototype for intrusion detected by SMART Intrusion 

Detection System (explained in section 3.1.3). A response can be implemented by adding 

new rules dynamically to the firewall in order to block the attack in an effective manner. 

Thus for the implementation of a prototype, Window XP personal firewall is used. 

The main reason for its usage is that its logs are not encrypted, although it does not 

provide enhanced protection like dedicated network firewalls. 

 

4.1.5 jRegistryKey 

 
“jRegistryKey is a Java™ Native Interface (JNI) wrapper around the Microsoft® 

Windows® Win32® application programming interface (API) registry functions, designed to 

facilitate Windows® registry access for Java™ developers.”[42]  

jRegistryKey is a fourth sensor in prototype implementation of secure system. 

Agent_Vulnerability_Analyzer uses classes of this API to retrieve host profiles 

in term of soft-wares installed on them 

jRegistryKey is an open source software developed by BEQ Technologies[42]. It 

provides different classes to edit, delete, add and traverse entries from Windows Registry. 

 

4.2 System Configuration 

Remote hosts in SMART components (already discussed in section 3.2) contain 

four types of sensors. Mobile agents directly interact with these sensors to perform their 

tasks. SNORT checks intrusion on the basis of rules. Four rules are introduced in rule 

files to detect intrusion under different conditions 

 

Rule 1:  

 
alert tcp any any -> any any (msg: "Normal Traffic"; priority:0;) 
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Rule 2:  

 
alert tcp any any -> any 10000 (msg: "Unauthorized Port Access"; priority:1;) 

 

Rule 3:  

 
alert udp 192.168.0.212 any -> any any (msg: "Untrusted Remote Host Access"; priority:2;) 

 

Rule 4: 

alert icmp 192.168.0.212 any -> any any (content:"|61 62 63|";msg:"Malacious Content"; priority:3;) 

 

When a suspicious activity is detected on the basis of these four rules, SNORT 

logs message to log file based on CVS output format. Other formats supported by 

SNORT are like, full, tcpdump, syslog etc. Above mentioned four rules are just for 

testing purpose only. Large number of open source rules for rules database can be 

download from Bleeding Edge SNORT [43]. 

Osiris is configured to monitor and log the changes in a file system on a single 

host as mentioned in Appendix B.  

Windows XP firewall used by Agent Intrusion Response and Agent Configuration 

Management to edit, remove and add firewall rules.  

 JRegistryKey is used by Agent Vulnerability Analyzer to retrieve the host profile. 

 

4.3 Implementation Modules 

 Different modules have been developed on the basis of processes describe in 

section 3.3. Three of important modules are Vulnerability Analyzer Displayer (VAD), 

Agent Results Displayer (ARD) and Security Management, discussed in section 3.1.5. 

ARD informs security administrator about the agents that have been launched and 

performing activities on the remote host, while VAD shows the vulnerabilities that exist 

on remote hosts.  Figure 9, 10, 11 shows GUI of these modules. 
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Figure # 9 Agent Results Displayer 

 

 
Figure # 10 Vulnerability Analyzer Displayer 
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Figure # 11 Security Management Tasks 

4.4 SMART DB Schema. 

 This section explains the attributes of the SMART DB Schema. Microsoft Access 

was used as the database for SMART DB. Section 3.2.4 shows the relationship between 

the tables of SMART DB.  SMART DB contains the following five tables 

• Vulnerablities_Info 
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• Vulnerabilties_Description 

• Vulnerable_Host_Data 

• Reference 

• Software_Vulnerabilties 

Table 1 shows the description of attributes in the above mentioned tables. 

Table Name Attribute Name Type Purpose 

Vulnerabilities_Info Vulnerability_ID Auto Number  Primary Key 

 vulnerability_name Text Vulnerability name 

based on CVE 

standard. 

    

Vulnerabilities_Description destribition_ID Auto Number  Primary Key 

 description Text  Complete description 

of vulnerability  

 Vulnerability_ID Number Foreign key 

    

Software_Vulnerabilities vul_soft_ID Auto Number Primary Key 

 Vulnerability_ID Number Foreign key 

 product_name Text Name of software 

product 

 vendor_name Text Name of vendor 

developed that 

software product 

 version_no Text Version of software 

product. 

    

Reference  Reference_ID Auto Number Primary Key 

 Vulnerability_ID Number Foreign key 

 name Text Name of a reference 

source 

 url URL Link to that specific 

resource 

 Patch Boolean Patch exist or not 

 Info Text Additional 

information. 

    

Vulnerable_Host_Data Vul_Host_ID Auto Number Primary Key 

 Vulnerable_host_IP Text IP number of host 

 Vulnerability_ID Number Foreign key 

 SW_Version_ 

Server_Profile 

Text Version of software 

got from host profile. 

 

Table #1 SMART DB Tables Attribute Description 
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Chapter # 5 

Conclusions 

 

The basic goal of this thesis was to design and create a prototype implementation 

of Secure System based on mobile agents. Prototype only shows that building of secure 

system using mobile agents is possible. In addition to this, it also shows how different 

tools and methods can be combined together in order to perform desired tasks for the 

functional components of secure system i.e. vulnerability analysis, intrusion detection, 

intrusion response and security management task.  

Although this thesis successfully achieved its main goal, but still its solution 

dependence on single Security Administration Station (discussed in section 3.2) imposes 

single point failure problem. SMART Intrusion Response System can still use some 

better response mechanism instead of Windows Firewall. 
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Chapter # 6 

Future Work 

 
There are several other issues that can be addressed in the future. Some of them are the 

following: 

 

• This thesis has focus on vulnerability detection and analysis. It only displays the 

result to security administrator. In the future research can be conducted to see how 

mobile agents can be used to install patches on the remote hosts which are 

vulnerable to attacks because of some vulnerability that exists on them. 

•  Further research can be done on how Intelligent Mobile Agents can be used in 

intrusion response systems. Intelligent agents can significantly enhance the 

capability of intrusion response, as they can learn from their past actions against 

any intrusion and then adjust accordingly their future actions. 

• Intelligent Mobile Agents can also be used to extract host information from 

Windows Registry. Software version is the key attribute for vulnerability 

detection. Unfortunately different software keep version information in different 

formats, different locations and at a different hierarchy location in Windows 

Registry [44]. Intelligent agents can be used to detect software version 

intelligently.  

• Mobile Agents in SMART can be designed to detect distributed intrusions. In 

case of distributed intrusions mobile agents will analyze a number of hosts that 

seem to be suspicious and try to figure out distributed intrusion attack.  

• The last two phases of attack time-line: Damage Recovery and Computer 

Forensics (explained in section 2.1) can also be done using mobile agents. More 

research is required in this regard. 
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Appendix A 

SNORT Configuration 
 

var HOME_NET 192.168.1.0/24 

var EXTERNAL_NET any 

 

var DNS_SERVERS $HOME_NET 

var SMTP_SERVERS $HOME_NET 

var HTTP_SERVERS $HOME_NET 

var SQL_SERVERS $HOME_NET 

var TELNET_SERVERS $HOME_NET 

var SNMP_SERVERS $HOME_NET 

var SHELLCODE_PORTS !80 

var ORACLE_PORTS 1521 

var AIM_SERVERS 

[64.12.24.0/23,64.12.28.0/23,64.12.161.0/24,64.12.163.0/24,64.12.200.0/

24,205.188.3.0/24,205.188.5.0/24,205.188.7.0/24,205.188.9.0/24,205.188.

153.0/24,205.188.179.0/24,205.188.248.0/24] 

 

var RULE_PATH ../rules 

 

preprocessor frag3_global: max_frags 65536 

preprocessor frag3_engine: policy first detect_anomalies 

 

preprocessor http_inspect: global \ 

iis_unicode_map unicode.map 1252  

 

preprocessor http_inspect_server: server default \ 

profile all ports { 80 8080 8180 } oversize_dir_length 500 

 

preprocessor bo 

preprocessor telnet_decode 

preprocessor xlink2state: ports { 25 691 } 

 

output alert_csv:alert.csv 

timestamp,sig_generator,sig_id,sig_rev,msg,id,dst,src,proto,iplen 

 

include classification.config 

 

include reference.config 

 

include $RULE_PATH/local.rules 

 

The Command line used to run SNORT to log events in CSV format into SNORT log 

directory. 

SNORT -vde -i 2 -c ..\etc\SNORT.conf -l ..\log 
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Appendix B 

Osiris Configuration 

 
Configurations of management console at the command line. 

C:\ >osiris 

 

Osiris Shell Interface - version 4.1.8-release unable to load root certificate for 

management host: 

 

>>> fetching root certificate from management host (127.0.0.1). 

 

The authenticity of host '127.0.0.1' can't be established. 

[ server certificate ] 

subject = /C=US/CN=Osiris Management Console/OU=Osiris Host Integrity Syst 

issuer = /C=US/CN=Osiris Management Console/OU=Osiris Host Integrity Syst 

key size: 2048 bit 

MD5 fingerprint: E9:B2:EB:65:E2:1E:E9:59:EF:95:D3:2B:B9:7F:50:42 

Verify the fingerprint specified above. 

 

Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes 

>>> authenticating to (127.0.0.1) 

 

User: admin 

Password: 

 

Connected to management console, code version (4.1.8-release). 

hello. 

WARNING: your password is empty, use the 'passwd' command to set your password. 

osiris-4.1.8-release: edit-mhost 

 

[ edit management host (127.0.0.1) ] 

> syslog facility [DAEMON]: 

> control port [2266]: 

> http control port [0]: 

> notify email (default for hosts) []: 

> notification smtp host [127.0.0.1]: 

> notification smtp port [25]: 

> authorized hosts: 

127.0.0.1 

 

Modify authorization list (y/n)? [n] n 

# Adding the local host to management station 

osiris-4.1.8-release: new-host 

 

[ new host ] 
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> name this host []: localhost 

> hostname/IP address []: 192.168.0.173 

> description []: localhost console agent 

> agent port [2265]: 

> enable log files for this host? (yes/no) [no]: no 

 

Scan Databases: 

=> keep archives of scan databases? Enabling this option means that the database 

generated with each scan is saved, even if there are no changes detected. Because of disk 

space, this option is not recommended unless your security policy requires it. (yes/no) 

[no]: no 

 

=> auto-accept changes? Enabling this option means that detected changes are reported 

only once, and the baseline database is automatically set when changes are detected. 

(yes/no) [yes]: yes 

 

=> purge database store? Enabling this option means that none of the scan databases are 

saved. That is, whenever the baseline database is set, the previous one is deleted. 

(yes/no): [yes]: no 

 

Notifications: 

 

=> enable email notification for this host? (yes/no) [no]: no 

=> send notification on scheduled scans failures? (yes/no) [no]: yes 

=> send scan notification, even when no changes detected (yes/no) [no]: no 

=> send notification when agent has lost session key (yes/no) [no]: no 

=> notification email (default uses mhost address) []: 

 

Scheduling: 

> configure scan scheduling information? (yes/no) [no]: yes 

[ scheduling information for localhost ] 

Scheduling information consists of a start time and a frequency value. The frequency is a 

specified number of minutes between each scan, starting from the start time. The default 

is the current time. Specify the start time in the following format: mm/dd/yyyy HH:MM 

enter the start date and time using 'mm/dd/yyyy HH:MM' format: [Thu May 19 21:22:19 

2006] 

 

enter scan frequency in minutes: [1440] 

 

> enable this host? (yes/no) [yes]: yes 

host => localhost 

hostname/IP address => 192.168.0.101 

description => localhost console agent 

agent port => 2265 

host type => generic 

log enabled => no 
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archive scans => no 

auto accept => yes 

purge databases => no 

notifications enabled => no 

notifications always => no 

notify on rekey => no 

notify on scan fail => yes 

notify email => (management config) 

scans starting on => Thu Mar 16 22:52:49 2006 

scan frequency => daily (every 1440 minutes). 

enabled => yes 

Is this correct (y/n)? y 

 

>>> new host (localhost) has been created. 

Initialize this host? (yes/no): yes 
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APPENDIX:      C 

Abbreviations 

AS:  Agents Server 

MA:  Mobile Agents 

HIDS:  Host based IDS  

SS:  SMART Server 

NIDS:  Network bases IDS 

SAS:  SMART Admin Server 

SIS:  SMART Intrusion Server 

IDS:  Intrusion Detection System 

IRS:  Intrusion Response System 

SVS:  SMART Vulnerability Server  

SMART GUI: SMART Graphical User Interface 

SIDS:  SMART Intrusion Detection System 

SIRS:  SMART Intrusion Response System 

SSMS:  SMART Security Management System 

SVAS:  SMART Vulnerability Analysis System 

SMART: Secure Mobile Agent Runtime Time System 

SMART DB: SMART Vulnerability Database (SMART DB) 

 

JNI:  Java Native Interface 

CERT/CC:  CERT Coordination Center 

NVD:  National Vulnerability Database  

API:  Application Programming Interface 

OVDB: Open Source Vulnerability Database 

CVE:  Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures  

IPA:  Information-technology Promotion Agency 

AAFID: Autonomous Agents for Intrusion Detection 

NIST:  National Institute of Standards and Technology 
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